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NEXT 
WEEK’S 
READINGS 
 

First Reading 

2 Kings 5:14-17 

 
Psalm 
Psalm 97(98):1-4 
 
 
Second Reading 
2 Timothy 2:8-13 
 
 
Gospel 
Luke 17:11-19 

REFLECTION 
“How long, O Lord, am I to cry out for help while 
you will not listen;” I’m sure that many a time you 
might feel like that person in the rst reading. We 
look around our world and see oppression, injus-
tice, tyranny, outrage and violence all flourishing. 
Perhaps in our own families we experience prob-
lems and situations, that we can see no answer 
too, which seem to go on for ever. 

In answer God seems to say ‘if it comes slowly 
wait, for come it will, without fail.’ 

There are levels of Faith: a simple belief; more 
might mean relationship - that a friend will be loyal 
to you, will be true to the promise contained in 
friendship. This might also include doubt as well. 
There are moments when it feels like a trusted 
friend has turned away from you.  Understandable 
as such fear is, all of us need gradually and pru-
dently to open ourselves up to deeper friendships. 
We need and want to love and be loved and it 
takes time to learn how. Hurt does not mean can-
cellation. 

Habbakuk did not know that hurt can be part of a 
good relationship. He had to learn to wait- There 
are reasons for having to wait. “The good person 
will live by  their faithfulness.” 

God will make things better but not yet. Our in-
sides might scream “Not yet! What are you talking 
about? Why don’t you help us right now?” 

The Apostles, in the gospel say roughly the same 
thing to Jesus. “Increase our faith!” 

If our faith is the size of a mustard seed - it will 
grow, if we have patience and trust. For God is us-
ing delay as a way of increasing our faith. What if 
we are not yet ready for the depth of God’s an-
swers? What if we are not quite ready for true 
friendship? God brings us along until we become 
ready for more. According to Jesus it does not 
matter how much faith you have. Stay in there and 
the remainder will come! 

One other interesting point is that God leaves us 
plenty of time to grow in faith according to each 
individual. Pray for an increase in faith.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All Parishes 
 

ANTHONY CAFFREY 
We will be celebrating a Mass for Anthony Caffrey in thanksgiving for his 
21 years of service and ministry here in our parishes. 

Anthony has journeyed with many of us at very important times in our 
lives. Come along and join us for this Mass in Thanks giving for all he did. 
The Mass is Wednesday 26th October 7.30pm. 

Please put this date in your dairies to attend. 

 

CHARITY NIGHT UPDATE    
This fun night in aid of a very worthy local charity will be held on Friday 
14th October in All Saints Social Club, with the auction commencing at 
7:30pm. The club will be open from 7pm to allow viewing of the auction 
items, so come along and identify your items to bid for. You can also 
bring your own drinks and nibbles to enjoy during the evening. 

We are now seeking donations of new unwanted gifts such as ornaments, 
toiletries, leather goods, chocolates, bottles, games and any other items 
in good condition suitable for an auction. Please, no furniture, books or 
jumble sale items. Could you please leave them at the Presbytery next to 
All Saints Church. Thank you 

Today’s Mass 
Psalm                                                                                      

O that today you would listen to his voice! 
‘Harden not your hearts.’ 

 
Gospel Acclamation 

Alleluia, alleluia! 
Speak, Lord, your servant is listening: 
you have the message of eternal life. 

Alleluia! 



 

 

ADVENT PROJECT 
This will be this years Christmas appeal and with advent so short the                 
appeal will begin the weekend of 5th/6th November until 18th December. 

This year we will be working with Sale West Hub and baskets will be 
available at the exists of our churches and all donations accepted. Also, 
we are asking if you wish to donate a £10 voucher from any of the food 
stores in the area, then also just place the vouchers  in the baskets. Sale 
West Hub will then distribute to the most needy and vulnerable in our  
area. 

With Our Lady of Lourdes we will work closely with the school to                     
distribute to the most in need. So from 6th – 18th December give what 
you can in cash or vouchers. Thank you. 

LION KING 
We originally booked this show for October 2020, and we appreciate that 
a lot can change over time. If you do not wish to go on 27th October this 
time round, please email us and we will try to re sell your tickets and   
provide a refund and equally if you wish to go and haven’t put your name 
down previously let us know by email our3parishes@gmail.com and we 
will see if we can provide spare tickets. 

The coach will be leaving All Saints Church carpark at 6.00pm. 27th 
October. Please make sure you get there on time as the coach will be 
leaving 6pm sharp. 

ALTAR SERVERS 
Since the Pandemic we have struggled to have Altar Servers. So now 
that things are returning to some kind of new normal we are appealing for 
new girls and boys to come forward, also of course open to adult       
servers, female or male. Have a word with Fr Ned, if you are  interested, 
and parents why not encourage your children of First Communion age 
and above to be Alter Servers. 

SICK COMMUNION VISITS 
If you know of anyone who since Covid has gone under the radar and 
needs communion or a visit, please do let us know, it’s not always possi-
ble to remember everybody and to miss those who have not returned to 
church. Do let us know. 

SICK VISITS PARTINGTON 
It would be great if one or two of you could volunteer to bring communion 
to a nursing home once a week or fortnight. Have a word with Fr Ned if 
you can help. 



 

 

News from Soihull – Fr Bernie – bernymcdermott@gmail.com Oct 2nd 
2022 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Much has been said and written about the funeral of Her Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth which everyone agreed was a moving and memorable event in 
the life of the nation. 

The thing that impressed me most was the respect shown to her majesty 
through the thousands of people patiently queuing for hours to view the 
remains of the Queen resting in Westminster Hall. I was moved, as were 
many, with the reverence and respect shown her majesty in the different 
gestures /prayers displayed by people as they slowly passed by the cof-
n. 

It was the SILENCE that added so much to the atmosphere which was a 
prayer in itself. 

The communal silence kept during the of cial times of silence requested 
during the period of mourning was equally impressive with thousands of 
people attending soccer matches and events of similar numbers main-
taining an atmosphere of respectful quiet. 

For many of us it is no easy thing to quieten our restless hearts, silence 
our distracted often confused minds. Some people can feel uncomforta-
ble with silence and wish that the silence would be lled somehow. 
“Someone say something for goodness sake!!”. You feel that a cough will 
somehow break the silence and draw unwanted attention on yourself. 

I remember during my early days in the seminary in Ireland a ‘thirty days 
retreat’ which, in those days, was a requirement which all ‘novices’ had to 
undergo. My memories of that experience were of the ‘sacred silence’ 
that we all were expected to keep which was more of an endurance test 
than anything else, and any profound or holy expectation or experience 
escaped me I recall!. 

Silence is something that quietens the mind that can be full of negative 
thoughts, gossipy exchanges, unjust and unneeded criticisms of others, 
endless hours of social networking on the computer.  

In the silence we begin to discover in our hearts that still centre of which 
we were unaware. 



 

 

In this space the Word of God grows within us, nourishing our faith and 
bring us deep peace and a joy that energises our every day. Who would 
not long for this? This God’s gift to us, God who, as St John of the Cross 
said, hears ‘the silent language of love’. 

Centuries before the birth of Christ, the prophet Isaiah encouraged his 
suffering demoralised people “By waiting and calm you shall be saved, in 
quiet and trust your strength lies” (30:15). 

His attitude is echoed in the words of the psalm which is often sung in the 
liturgy. “Be still and know that I am God” 

(Ps 46). 

 
Fr Bernard  
2nd Oct 2022 



 

 

COMMON GOOD JOURNEY 
 

This Autumn we are collaborating on an exciting new project with St                            
Martin’s CofE Parish, Ashton, called ‘Common Good Journey’. 

A small group, comprising people from both parishes, will come together 
to listen deeply to one another, pray and begin to discern together where 
the Holy Spirit is moving, both within one another and, later on, within the 
local area. 

The group will go onto explore Catholic Social Teaching and the notion of 
the Common Good. They will examine underlying causes of the                      
turbulence we are seeing - and consider how and where people may 
have become divided from one another. 

The group will also gain skills and con dence to begin building                         
relationships of trust and reciprocity between local people and                         
institutions, deepening local friendships,  enabling the common good to 

flourish in the neighbourhood and helping to build collective resilience 
against future crises. 

The project begins with six 1-hour weekly sessions at St Martin’s, starting 
7pm on 13 th October, before moving onto a one day workshop, and then 
six more one hour weekly sessions. This is not a huge time commitment, 
so should be manageable for most we hope – and this will be an exciting 

and enriching journey for everyone involved! 

The sessions and workshop will be led by Sean Ryan MBE whom many of 
you will know from his work in the parish to launch our refugee             
resettlement project. 

There are still a few places to be lled. It’s important that the group is           
diverse, including differences in age, gender, class, ethnicity and political 
viewpoints. We are particularly hoping for one or two young people, aged 
16 or over, to come forward (you don’t need to be a regular Mass goer!) 
and maybe one or two people who may not previously have come for-
ward. You do not need any previous knowledge or skills. Your own 
unique gifts, qualities and life  experience is all we need and 

will be a blessing to the whole group. 

We hope and believe you will make wonderful new friends and will be 
cherished by all on this journey. 

If this project sounds like something you might enjoy, or if you’d just like 
to hear more about it, 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED PLEASE TALK TO FR NED AS PLACES               
LIMITED 



 

 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARIES 

BIDDING PRAYERS 
Thanks to all those who signed up, the prayers need to be dropped in to 

us or emailed to us by the Friday evening. 

1st /2nd Anita 

8th/9th Linda Davison 
 

         Thank you to all who have put their name forward to write our     
Bidding Prayers.  

CHARITY AUCTION  -  FRIDAY 14TH OCTOBER 
Friday 14th October sees the return of the popular Charity auction to be 

held in All Saints Parish Centre, commencing at 7:30pm. All are wel-
come,  

THE LION KING                                                                                                            
A reminder for those who have booked The Lion King Palace Theatre 

Thurs 27th October 

CHRISTMAS CONCERT / CHOIR 
This will take place Thursday 15th December,                                                   

another date to put in your diary. 

ALL SAINTS SOCIAL CENTRE 
New Years Party 
31st December  
£10 per ticket 

Food, Music, Raffle and Games 



 

 

VOLUNTEER PAGE 
 

 

 
‘The Bread & Butter Thing’ – An award-winning mobile food club                
enabling people to eat more healthily, enjoy a wider variety of food and 
afford to feed their families.  We require volunteers to help prepare and 
set up the food distribution on Mondays at Sale West Youth Centre                 
11- 1.30pm 

There are also volunteer driving opportunities available 

 

Sale West Food Share – Free to anyone who can make use of food               
surplus that is donated from local supermarkets. The amount and types of 
food donations that we receive varies from week to week, but we need 
volunteers to help set up the project each Friday 10-11am 

We also need volunteers to help collect the donations from local           
supermarkets, there are various times for these roles. 

Please get in touch with Sam Cooper if you are interested 
07884395709, Samuel.cooper@oursalewest.co.uk 



 

 

The Catholic Church needs to 
reimagine the role of godparents 
  
Ted Kennedy Jr. September 15, 2022 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A year earlier, my godmother and aunt, Jean Kennedy Smith, had 
passed away. Jean and I had built a lifetime of memories and                       
confidences—we had worked closely on expanding arts opportunities 
for people with disabilities—and her loss left me facing an emotional 
and spiritual void. 
 
My relationship with Jean could not be replaced, but it was important 
for me to build another unique relationship with someone who                       
embodied integrity, a deep spirituality and a profound gratitude for 
life. Gradually, an image of a potential new godmother formed in 
mind: my Aunt Ethel Kennedy. 
 
My Aunt Ethel and I have long shared a special bond. Our dinners     
together are filled with stories and followed by songs. (Ethel loves 
when I croon a current Broadway hit or an old Irish ballad.) We love 
sailing together on Nantucket Sound, and she pretends to act surprised 
when I ask her to take the helm, which I always do. We have laughed 
together and mourned together. I have always deeply valued her 
unique perspective and guidance, especially during difficult and                        



 

 

painful times. I feel that my Aunt Ethel possesses more wisdom,                   
compassion, faith, gratitude and acceptance than anyone else I know. 
 
Yet I hesitated to ask her to take on this new role. As our family’s                  
matriarch, my Aunt Ethel has a host of other family responsibilities. 
And she has many children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren 
who already require her love and attention. I did not want to burden 
her or add to her already long list of obligations. 

But the more I thought about it, the more I realized that she was the 
one person in my life who embodied the kind of faith that I most                      
admire and respect. I decided to write a letter and ask her to be my 
godmother. 
 
One evening, before one of our fireside suppers, I decided to read the 
letter out loud to her. Aunt Ethel was seated in her usual spot on her 
blue couch, with her dog, Rascal, resting by her side. I stood up and 
pulled the handwritten letter out of my shirt pocket. I cleared my 
throat. With tears beginning to well in my eyes, I read her my letter. I 
explained how much I loved and cherished her, and how I hoped she 
would consider this new, special role of godmother. 
 
I will never forget the love and emotion that both of us felt when she 
enthusiastically accepted. I was overwhelmed with joy. 
 
My Aunt Ethel suggested that we should somehow formalize our new 
relationship and I agreed. We invited our family and some close 
friends to attend Mass together, after which we both offered a testimo-
ny of love for each other, as well as our hopes for our new spiritual 
relationship. (We were blessed to have Matt Malone, S.J., of America 
Media, to lead us through this ceremony.) We concluded the service 
by asking everyone present to join together to renew our baptismal 
promises, which united us with one another and reaffirmed our rela-
tionship with our larger Christian community. 
 
A New Beginning 
As I have shared this story with a broader group of family members 
and Catholic friends, many have been surprised to learn of my status 
as a new godson. They had never imagined it was even possible, as an 
adult, to choose a new godparent after losing an old one. I also shared 
my story with several priests. They told me that they could not recall a 



 

 

single instance when an adult has invited someone to become their 
new godparent. 
 
Ted Kennedy Jr. (left), Matt Malone, S.J., and Ethel Kennedy in             
Hyannis Port, Mass., in July 2021. Family and friends gathered to     
honour Ms. Kennedy's new role as godmother to Mr. Kennedy. 
 
Some of my friends described mourning the loss of their godparents, 
through death or disconnection, while others cannot recall ever     
meeting their godparents. It is a role that means different things to  
different people, but the Catholic Church has a specific understanding 
of it. For infant baptisms, typically a godparent is a close friend or  
relative of the child’s parents. They are chosen to bear witness to a 
child’s christening and are expected to guide the child in their                    
character development and spiritual formation. And in the early 
church, godparents would vow to bear legal and financial                               
responsibility for their godchild in the event of neglect or the death of 
the parents. 
 
But too often, we understand the godparent/godchild relationship to 
extend only through the godchild’s, well, childhood. I believe that our 
Catholic community needs to expand our current notion of this holy 
relationship for those of us baptized as infants in order to emphasize 
that the role is one that lasts—and is needed—for a lifetime. If we fail 
to do this, we will be missing out on an enormous opportunity to 
strengthen our spiritual and intergenerational bonds. 
 
If we fail to do this, we will be missing out on an enormous                               
opportunity to strengthen our spiritual and intergenerational bonds. 
The need and desire for spiritual guidance, love, support, and personal 
mentorship does not end when we reach adulthood. All of us continue 
to need help with difficult decisions and personal challenges                        
throughout our lives. When the active role of a godparent ends, 
whether through apathy, estrangement, or death, we should feel free to 
ask another person to take on that role. It is a beautiful way to 
acknowledge, honor and celebrate an individual who already has 
opened their heart and, by embracing this new role, can make an                    
important difference. My experience in forging this new relationship 
already has deepened my relationship with my new godmother and 
fortified my sense of connection to my Catholic faith. 



 

 

 
This is not to say that our relationship has suddenly shifted in a short 
period of time. But there is a new feeling of being united and a deeper 
sense of trust and confidence. There is a security and comfort that 
comes from being able to speak honestly and be vulnerable with some-
one in the context of this relationship. Aunt Ethel has shared with me 
that she feels the same. 
 
There are many ways the Catholic Church can seek to expand our       
current and too-often limited concept of a godparent, whether that 
means helping people to find new godparents from among a parish 
community, celebrating a Mass for godparents and godchildren or               
offering lectures on the history—and possible future—meanings of the 
role. But we need not wait for institutional change to take this step. If 
you are lacking a godparent, you can think about honoring a person in 
your life with an invitation to this new relationship right now. All 
members of our faith community deserve a chance to seek out and 
identify a spiritual mentor and a respected, loving presence. 
These days my Aunt Ethel and I still do the same things we have al-
ways done—sharing dinners and songs, hopes and dreams—but those 
times together now feel even more special, because we now share this 
unique bond with each other. 
 



 

 

If you’re not part of the solution, 
you’re part of the problem 
 
Christopher Parker September 02, 2022 
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A Reflection for Monday of the Twenty-third Week in Ordinary 
Time 
 
“Is it lawful to do good on the sabbath 
rather than to do evil, 
to save life rather than to destroy it?” (Lk 6:9) 
 
“If you’re not part of the solution, you’re part of the problem.” 
 
I remember hearing that a lot growing up, one of many little adages 
that someone like Ben Franklin probably said. Teachers used it to talk 
about bullying, encouraging people to stand up for each other. I always 
thought it was a bit too simple for the actual complexities of our lives. 
These days, though, I’m not so sure. Maybe its simplicity is intention-
al, a challenge to put your money where your mouth is. We don’t have 
to have the entire solution ourselves to timeless and colossal human 
problems. But the moment we stop trying, the moment we drift toward 
complacency, we’ve become a negative force in the world. 
 
It’s not enough to focus on ourselves and build the life we want if that 
life doesn’t involve fighting for justice. 



 

 

 
Most of us have enough on our plates already. We don’t think we have 
the bandwidth to take on society’s problems. But Christians are told in 
no uncertain terms that money and success are the things we shouldn’t 
have time for. It’s not enough to focus on ourselves and build the life 
we want if that life doesn’t involve fighting for justice. 
 
In the Gospel today, Jesus asks, “Is it lawful to do good on the sabbath 
rather than to do evil, to save life rather than to destroy it?” 
 
The “evil” in question here would have been simply following the 
rules of the Sabbath, refraining from performing a cure on a day of 
rest. Jesus would have been far within his right not to act. Instead, he 
equates inaction to negative action. The question implies that doing 
nothing is the same as doing harm. 
 
The structures of power that dictate our lives will not go away on their 
own. We have inherited a world built on keeping the marginalized 
where they are. Jesus wants us to question the rules made by the pow-
erful of our society, when those rules discard people rather than sup-
porting them. 
 
We are not called to keep living our lives and avoid the problem, no 
matter what rules or power structures stand in our way. We are called 
to be flagrant and outspoken in our love for those who need us. 
 
Because if we’re not part of the solution, we’re part of the problem  
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